I. INTRODUCTION
The classical theory of the mixed state in homogeneous type-II superconductors 1 predicts the existence of the fluxline ͑FL͒ lattice. Each FL is carrying one flux quantum 0 and is characterized by the presence of a normal core with a size given by the temperature-dependent coherence length (T). In an ideal homogeneous superconductor without any defects, however, the Abrikosov FL lattice is not pinned and as a result the critical current density j c tends to zero. Therefore the j c enhancement, crucial for practical applications of superconducting materials, is closely related to the optimization of the size and the distribution of artificial pinning centers ͑the ''optimum pinning'' problem͒.
This problem can be successfully solved if both the size and the pattern of the introduced pinning centers are optimized. Since in a homogeneous superconductor the lowest energy FL configuration ͑triangular lattice͒ and the best size of the pinning centers ͓diameter DϷ(T)͔ are known, it is widely believed that the triangular lattice of pinning centers with a size (T) is the best artificial pinning array.
This rather straightforward extrapolation of the results obtained for a homogeneous superconductor without pinning centers onto a superconductor with artificial pinning centers meets with serious controversies, since in many cases the presence of relatively large pinning centers also leads to a strong pinning. A quite instructive example here is the strongly enhanced pinning in the Y-Ba-Cu-O systems with precipitates such as CuO, Y 2 BaCuO 5 , or Y 2 O 3 , ͑Refs. 2-7͒ that have a size much larger than (T). To explain the efficiency of these relatively large precipitates, Takezawa and Fukushima have examined theoretically the behavior of a single insulating inclusion as a pinning center. 8 They have demonstrated that due to the electromagnetic contribution to pinning, the total pinning potential U, combining both electromagnetic U B and core U contributions, is much deeper for DϷ(T) than for DϷ (T) . In other words, according to this theory, the optimum size of the insulating inclusion should be around the penetration depth (T) rather than (T). This very interesting theoretical prediction has not been checked yet experimentally, since the previous studies were mainly focused on irradiation induced pinning centers 9, 10 with a size and distribution that cannot be controlled properly. Following the pioneering work by Hebard and co-workers, 11 we have shown recently that lithographically introduced submicrometer sized holes (antidots) with a well-defined size and arranged in a regular pattern can act as efficient pinning centers. [12] [13] [14] [15] Each antidot can trap up to n s FLs, where n s is a saturation number 16 n s Ϸr h /͓2(T)͔ and 2r h ϭD.
Using superconducting Pb/Ge and single WGe thin films with well-defined arrays of pinning centers, we have studied in this paper critical current densities j c and pinning forces f p for antidots with different diameters ͑Dϭ0.15 to 0.6 m͒. The antidot arrays were introduced in the form of square or triangular lattices with a period dϭ1 m. From the size dependence of j c and f p we have confirmed that indeed pinning centers with a size considerably larger than (T) are much more efficient than those with DϷ(T). From the comparison of j c and f p in films with triangular and square lattices of antidots with the same D, we have found that in the former j c and f p are not very much higher than in the latter, which implies that the imposed artificial pinning potential is so strong that in this case the difference between the elastic energies of triangular and square lattice plays only a minor role. From detailed measurements of magnetization hysteresis loops M (H,T) at different temperatures, we have found that the qualitative transformation of the M (H,T) loops, caused by the variation of the antidot diameter D can also be induced by changing temperature T. In this way we have demonstrated that the pinning properties of an antidot lattice are fully controlled by the dimensionless parameter D/(T), in agreement with the theoretical prediction of Mkrtchyan and Shmidt 16 for a single antidot interacting with the FLs.
II. EXPERIMENT
The Pb/Ge multilayers and WGe single films are prepared by electron-beam evaporation in a molecular-beam epitaxy apparatus with a base pressure of 2ϫ10 Ϫ9 Torr. A detailed description of the sample preparation can be found in Ref. 17 . All Pb/Ge samples have a ͓Pb͑150 Å͒/Ge͑140 Å͔͒ 3 Ge structure, where 3 denotes the number of bilayers and the top film is always a 140 Å-thick protective Ge layer. The superconducting transition temperature of the Pb/Ge multilayers is T c ϭ6.9 K. The amorphous W 1Ϫx Ge x (xϭ0.33) single films, with a thickness of 600 Å, were obtained by electron-beam evaporation of W and Ge, with T c ϭ4.6 K. The square or triangular lattices of antidots in the films were obtained by a lift-off technique using electron-beam lithography. Figure 1͑a͒ shows an atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ picture of a Pb/Ge multilayer with a square ''antidot'' lattice. The distance between the antidots is 1 m and the surface between them is quite flat, the root-mean-square roughness is 1.5 nm on a (0.5 m) 2 area. An AFM picture of a WGe͑600 Å͒ film with a square lattice of 0.35 m antidots is shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ .
For our Pb/Ge multilayers, ͑0͒ and ͑0͒ can be found using the dirty limit expressions (0)ϭ( 0 l) 1/2 and (0) ϭ 0 ( 0 /l) 1/2 , where 0 ϭ83 nm and 0 ϭ37 nm are the clean limit coherence length and penetration depth of Pb. 18 From the measured perpendicular upper critical field H c2 (0) of the reference nonperforated films, we find that ͑0͒ϭ12 nm and therefore lϷ17 Å, ͑0͒Ϸ260 nm and the GinzburgLandau parameter ϭ21. For the WGe͑600 Å͒ single films we obtain the following values: ͑0͒ϭ6 nm, ͑0͒ϭ490 nm, and ϭ82. Figure 2 shows the superconducting quantum interference device magnetization data for Pb/Ge multilayers without and Using the Bean model, modified for thin films in a perpendicular field, 19 we have estimated j c (H) from ⌬M (H) and compared it with j c (H) determined from transport dc data ͑Fig. 3͒. This comparison shows a reasonably good agreement between j c derived from ⌬M and from transport measurements. Therefore, the anomalous variation of the width of the M (H) loops is directly related to the change of j c (H). The latter is caused by a strong enhancement of the pinning force ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒.
The j c (H) values, calculated in the framework of the classical Bean model, 19 should be considered only as an estimate, since in superconductors with the antidot lattices, instead of a smooth sandhill-like critical B(x) profile ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒, the novel multiterrace critical state should be introduced ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. 20 In the multiterrace critical state a competition between the vortex-antidot lattice commensurability and the average Bean-like gradient leads to the formation of the fluxon terraces. Within each terrace, the FL lattice is uniform and, therefore, there is no current, whereas at the terrace edges the critical current approaches its theoretical limit-the depairing current. The multiterrace critical state is, in a way, a quantized version of the classical Bean model.
Since the average of the steplike B(x) function corresponds to the Bean critical profile, the bean model still can be used to estimate the j c value. Very close to T c , where the expected average B(x) slope is sufficiently small, the singleterrace critical state could be realized ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒ with B(x) being constant in the whole sample, except in the surface layer. As temperature goes down, the tendency towards the Bean critical state becomes stronger and the B(x) terraces are eventually smeared out. Very similar magnetization data have also been obtained for a single WGe film with a square antidot lattice ͑Fig. 6͒ with different antidot diameters, from 0.15 to 0.6 m. First of all, matching anomalies are again observed exactly at the expected matching fields H m ϭm20.7 G. As the ratio D/(T) increases, the cusplike anomalies at matching fields are transformed into peaks ͑Fig. 7͒, typical for the superconducting networks. Second, in ''moderate'' magnetic fields HϽ60 G, we find the enhancement and then the reduction of the M (H) values, as the antidot diameter is increased. However, in magnetic fields HϾ60 G, higher critical currents have been observed for the largest diameter of antidots ͑see Fig. 6 , Dϭ0.6 m͒, when the crossover to the superconducting network regime seems to occur. The latter implies that This similarity indicates that the relevant parameter of the optimum pinning problem is the ratio D/(T), in agreement with the calculations of Shmidt and Mkrtchyan 16 of the pinning potential for flux lines interacting with a single antidot.
III. DISCUSSION
In this section we shall focus on the following points, which are quite important for our understanding of the optimum pinning problem: ͑i͒ general behavior of M (H) curves, as a function of the antidot diameter, ͑ii͒ pinning of multiquanta vortex lattices, ͑iii͒ crossover from the periodic array of small pinning centers to the network array, when the width of the superconducting stripes becomes smaller than the coherence length (T).
A. Magnetization curves for different antidot diameters
Our main experimental observations can be summarized as follows: ͑a͒ artificial arrays of submicron antidots can act as well-defined pinning centers with a controlled size and pattern; ͑b͒ distinct matching anomalies show up at the expected fields H m ϭm 0 /S, where S is the unit cell of the antidot lattice; ͑c͒ increasing the antidot diameter, we have found a clear evidence of a stronger pinning by square and triangular arrays consisting of antidots larger than (T); and ͑d͒ similar size dependence of the pinning force is observed not only in Pb/Ge and WGe/Ge multilayers but also in single Pb and WGe films.
At the typical used reduced temperature T/T c ϭ0.94 ͑Fig. 2͒, we have (T)Ϸ0.1 m. Therefore the size D Ϸ0.15 m of the smaller antidots is quite close to (T) and should give us the optimum pinning, if the condition (T) ϷD is correct in our case and the core pinning potential U p plays a dominant role. Since for larger antidots pinning has been further enhanced, we are sure that for antidots with D ӷ(T) pinning is much stronger than that for DϷ(T). The latter confirms that electromagnetic pinning U p indeed gives an important contribution: according to Ref. layer or the whole multilayer for decoupled or coupled superconducting layers, respectively. In our films we have ⌳ Ͼd, and for qualitative analysis of our data lattice effects should be taken into consideration in calculations of U B , which has not been done in Ref. 8 .
The sharp magnetization anomalies at the matching field were nicely reproduced in calculations of Cooley and Grishin, 20 who showed that the appearance of the terraced critical state ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ results in magnetization jumps with the periodicity corresponding to 0 per antidot lattice unit cell.
For small antidot radii (n s Ϸ1), a substantial reduction of j c can occur when the antidots are saturated 21 and additional vortices are formed at interstices. In this case very weakly pinned interstitial vortices are much more mobile than the vortices pinned by the antidots. 22 As a result, the motion of interstitial vortices leads to a dissipation and j c is reduced. The dynamics and plastic flow of vortices in superconductors with coexisting interstitial FLs and vortices pinned by antidots has been recently studied by Reichhardt et al. by numerical simulations. 23 Due to a higher mobility of interstitial vortices, larger antidots seem to be better since they can stabilize multiquanta vortices and there is no need to produce loosely bound interstitial vortices.
Concluding this section we have shown that antidots with D considerably larger than the coherence length (T) are efficient pinning centers. This conclusion is valid for different superconductors we studied. As a possible explanation for the stronger pinning by larger antidots, we refer to the electromagnetic contribution to pinning, U B , recently analyzed by Takezawa and Fukushima. 8 
B. Pinning of multiquanta vortex lattices
Sufficiently large antidots (n s ӷ1) can pin multiquanta vortices. [24] [25] [26] In this case for temperatures very close to T c , we have a possibility to realize the single-terrace critical state with B(x)ϭconstant and the following expression can be used to analyze magnetization curves M (H) ͑Ref. 26͒:
͑1͒
This expression is obtained by inserting the size of the core (T)→r, and the vortex-vortex distance a into the textbook expression 18 for magnetization in the London limit. In Eq. ͑1͒ ␤ is a numerical constant which is 0.381 for a triangular vortex lattice in nonperforated films. 18 When multiquanta vortices are formed ͑Fig. 5͒ Eq. ͑1͒ takes an extremely simple form exactly at the matching fields HϭH m since m 0 should then be used instead of 0 
͑3͒
which gives us another possibility to find (T). Previously, 26 we have used Eq. ͑3͒ to determine the effective flux om for different field intervals (H m ,H mϩ1 ) keeping temperature constant. Here, in this paper, we fix the interval (H m ,H mϩ1 ) but follow the modifications in the cusplike decrease of M (H) as a function of temperature. The slope M vs ln(H-H m )ϰ1/ 2 (T) indeed is changed as we expect from the growth of (T) with increasing temperature ͓Fig. 10͑a͔͒. The existence of multiquanta vortices, proposed from the analysis of the magnetization data, has been recently convincingly confirmed in magnetic decoration experiments. At first sight, it might be considered as a surprise that Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ for the interpretation, derived from the expressions for the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ superconductors, work quite well also for our films ͓see Figs. 9, 10͑a͒, and 11͑a͔͒. This apparent controversy is however resolved due to the two important reasons:
͑i͒ In multilayers, contrary to a single film, 27 the interaction between the vortex lines, consisting of pancake vortices, is logarithmic to all distances. 28 This nicely corresponds to the logarithmic interaction in the 3D case on which Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ are based.
͑ii͒ In contrast with the singly connected films, we deal with multiply connected perforated thin films, where the inplane distance between the antidots ͑about 0.5 m͒ is comparable with the film thickness ͑about 0.1 m͒. The ratio of this characteristic lateral dimension/thickness is only about 5, which is still in the 3D limit. This ratio is orders of magnitude smaller than 10 4 -10 6 in nonperforated thin films, for which the vortex-vortex interactions are in the 2D regime. Since the flux lines penetrate through antidots, the relevant characteristic lateral size of the perforated films is the distance between the antidots and not the sample's full lateral dimensions.
An important remark should be made here concerning the irreversibility of the magnetization. We think that the irreversibility of the perforated superconducting film is mainly caused by its multiple connectivity ͑that is, by the way, also the case with the pinned vortex lattice in the framework of a conventional Bean model͒. The superconducting current flowing around antidots is similar to a circular supercurrent in a ring. As it was already emphasized by Schoenberg quite some time ago ͑see, for example, Ref. 29 and references therein͒ a ring, as a multiply connected body, demonstrates a strong irreversible response. Along similar lines, the calculations of Cooley and Grishin 20 are also reproducing the magnetization irreversibility in a multiply connected superconductor with an antidot lattice.
The next important problem to discuss is which to take in the expressions ͑1͒-͑3͒, if to use it for films with antidot lattices. The answer for nonperforated films is well known: due to the renormalization of the penetration depth ͑Ref. 18͒ (T) should be replaced by ⌳ϭ2 2 (T)/t, with t the thickness of the film. Keeping two possible options in mind: 1/ 2 (T) or 1/⌳ 2 (T) for the prefactor in Eq. ͑3͒, we have plotted the slopes of the dashed lines in Fig. 9 ͓see also Eq. ͑2͔͒ and solid lines between matching fields H m ϽH ϽH mϩ1 ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒ both vs (1ϪT/T c ) and (1ϪT/T c ) 2 , as it can be anticipated from 1/ 2 (T) and 1/⌳ 2 (T), respectively. For the Pb/Ge multilayers the best linearity is obtained for the ⌬M /⌬ln(H-H m ) vs (1ϪT/T c ) 2 plots ͓see Fig. 10͑b͔͒ . For the WGe single films ͑Fig. 11͒ it is clearly seen from Fig. 11͑b͒ , that a better linearity is always obtained for the plots ⌬M /⌬ln(H-H m ) vs 1ϪT/T c , i.e., ''normal'' (T) should be used in perforated superconducting films with an antidot lattice. We can interpret this observation as a consequence of a much easier flux-line penetration through the antidots in a perforated film with respect to a reference film, where ⌳(T) should be used. Moreover, the total area of the antidots S a is to be subtracted from the total sample area S s when considering flux penetration into a film with antidots. As a result (T) should be renormalized as follows: 30 1/ 2 (T)→1/ 2 (T)(1Ϫ2S a /S s ). The factor 2 in this expression is obtained from calculations in the London limit. Without this factor the (T) renormalization is just the result of taking into account the area of the antidots.
C. Crossover from a pinning array to a network
The systematic measurements of the efficiency of antidots, as artificial pinning centers, as a function of their diameter D ͑Fig. 6͒ have revealed that for core pinning combined with the electromagnetic pinning the optimum size of the antidots is not (T) at all, but rather Dӷ(T). As a result, we have obtained the highest critical currents for the multiquanta vortex lattices that can be stabilized by these sufficiently large antidots, since their saturation number is n s ϳD/(T)ӷ1. At the same time it is quite evident that by increasing the antidot diameter we are inducing a crossover to another regime ͑Fig. 7͒ when eventually D becomes nearly the same as the antidot lattice period d. In this case the width of the superconducting stripes w s between the antidots is so small that at temperatures not too far below T c the superconducting network regime w s р(T) can be realized. For this regime the M vs H curves are characterized by the presence of sharp peaklike anomalies at integer matching fields H m ͑Fig. 7͒ and a reproducible structure between H m , which may correspond to rational matching peaks. Both integer and rational matching peaks have been observed before in various superconducting networks 31 and Josephson networks. 32 Visually the M (H) curves in the network regime are quite different from those in the multiquanta vortex regime: the former demonstrate the M (H) peaks at HϭH m ͑Fig. 7͒, while the latter show pronounced cusps at integer fields ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒.
In the regime of a superconducting network, critical currents in moderate fields are already smaller than for the regime of the multiquanta vortex lattices ͑see Fig. 6͒ . At higher fields, however, at least for the diameter Dϭ0.6 m, critical currents are better for the largest studied antidot diameter, i.e., the optimum antidot size is field-dependent. The reduction of the width of the superconducting ''stripes'' between the antidots, needed to obtain high j c in high fields, reflects actually a well-known designer rule for making superconducting cables, which usually consist of a bunch of very fine superconducting filaments embedded into a normal metallic matrix.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a systematic study of the critical current enhancement due to the presence of the antidots, used as artificial pinning arrays. Different regimes can be clearly distinguished in dependence upon the antidot diameter. For small antidots with the saturation number n s ϭ1 the existence of the two types of vortices ͑weakly pinned at interstices and strongly pinned at antidots͒ should be taken into account. 15, 21, 22 The motion of the interstitial vortices gives rise to a dissipation and therefore further j c enhancement can be provided by taking larger antidots. For these antidots the saturation number n s becomes sufficiently large (n s ӷ1) to stabilize the multiquanta vortex lattices. We are able to obtain the highest enhancement factor for j c in moderate fields. The size of the antidots in this case is considerably larger than (T) and therefore an electromagnetic contribution to pinning plays also an important role. For multiquanta vortex lattices we have proposed a simple approach, developed in the framework of the London limit, which gives an excellent fit of the experimental M (H,T) curves for different tempera- tures. This implies that by making antidot lattices we can substantially expand the area on the H-T plane where the London limit is still valid. In the same framework, the variation of such a fundamental parameter as (T) can be achieved just by taking different antidot radii. The renormalization of (T) ͑Ref. 30͒ is directly related to a different topology of films with an antidot lattice that make the fluxline penetration much easier. By a further increase of the antidot diameter we have induced a crossover to the regime of superconducting networks with sharp M (H) peaks at integer fields H m , in contrast with the M (H) cusps at H m in case of multiquanta vortex lattices.
Finally, since the saturation number n s , controlling the onset of different regimes ͑small n s : composite flux lattices with vortices at antidots and interstices; large n s : multiquanta vortex lattices; very large n s : superconducting networks͒ is determined by the ratio r/2(T), the n s value can be tuned not only by taking different antidot radii, but also by varying temperature and (T).
